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“Then you don’t breathe” 
 

…… 
 
On one of the last days of the cranio-sacral course I received a private session from the 

teacher – since I had gotten in a really very bad state. In that moment I couldn’t trace from or 
via whom and why I had gotten so sick. I was too sick in any case for entering into too much 
causality. Although the session had made me feel slightly better – and despite the fact that he 
was a good teacher and practitioner, experienced and he knew what he was doing – the 
session itself wasn’t so special. Except for one fact. There was one thing he had, incidentally, 
said during the session. It had nothing to do with the session itself, nothing to do with cranio-
sacral therapy. Undergoing the treatment I had asked him something and, whether his answer 
that followed was true or not – in a way it didn’t matter – the answer was not satisfactory 
somehow. 

I said “Yes, but…” 
At my third ‘yes but’ he reached the border of irritation, although he didn’t seem to 

cross it yet. I said: 
“Yes, but then I cannot breathe…” 
“Well, then you don’t breathe.” 
This settled the issue for him, hoping I would shut up finally and he could continue his 

work in silence. He was not a man of many words, which was but one of the things I quite 
liked in him. For me, however, this was the bloody right answer I had been looking for all my 
life! This was exactly what I needed. What a brilliant answer. Whether it arose from irritation 
or not, it didn’t matter. Who cares how you win, if you have won the lottery. I was cured. I 
didn’t have to breathe any more. I could just stop breathing. 

And so I ‘did’. I simply allowed no-breath. For over a minute there was no breathing 
at all, no inhalation, no exhalation. There was just no impulse. If it didn’t come by itself, 
okay, then not. Finally, after those 60 to 80 seconds in which I felt ‘my’ energy changing, a 
slow long deep breath took me, the longest and deepest ever. It was a natural one, not one I 
had done or, unconsciously, ordered. 

This was (the beginning of) the end of unconsciously breathing by myself, or, in other 
words, of Ego’s grip on me on a physical-energetic level – and even beyond that level it 
would have its consequences. On physical-energetic level Ego manifests in people in the form 
of not humbly waiting for a next natural breath, but instead doing the breathing by themselves 
because of some half- or unconscious uncomfortable feeling. By breathing restlessly, inhaling 
before it is naturally time to allow it, before the old breath has dealt with whatever is the case 
in any specific moment and has left the body, people constantly maintain their restlessness, 
constantly breathe away the Space that could be There in principle. People avoid the 
discomfort of living in this heavy world of cramp, of ego, of trouble, worries, pain, lack of 
Heart and Life, by inhaling new breath: breathing as a way of life, as a way of avoiding 
feeling, consciously feeling what is going on. 
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Now, finally, thanks to his simple words, the ego machine, the firmly rooted tendency 
to react automatically, had been stopped. I could now, in principle, just stay in the discomfort 
of the cramp I experienced in whatever situation in whatever moment. I didn’t need to take 
over Nature any more. I no longer needed to react to the unconscious fear of dying when no 
breath came by itself. I could just wait, didn’t have to start breathing by myself immediately – 
and not at all, as a matter of fact. It was so very natural not being able to breathe in this 
cramped egoic world in which people were so stuck, people who all breathed by themselves 
as slaves of Ego and who I had to copy. 

I say ‘had to’ since I was not born in Pure Consciousness somehow. I hadn’t started 
natural counter-egoic ‘practices’ immediately after entering the world. Talking about birth 
and learning egoic breathing at an early age I must also say that when I had just been born the 
umbilical cord had been cut through just like that – a normal cruelty in this world of form – 
and I didn’t want to breathe. I felt like ‘damn it, I won’t breathe, if this is the welcome I get 
here’. I turned blue and purple, worse and worse. The midwife who was there during the birth 
at home gave me a hit. So I started crying, and therefore also breathing. Breath hadn’t come 
naturally. 

Only now, 33 years old, natural egoless breathing could start, breath that counters the 
egoic breath by simply refusing to breathe if it doesn’t come naturally,1 in other words by 
giving space to the cramp hidden in a situation, the cramp in whatever is there in the moment 
– instead of reacting to the cramp by starting to breathe by myself. 

I lay there on the treatment table. I hadn’t breathed and I hadn’t died. Goodbye ego, 
having kept me restless for so long. The solution to the problems with breathing I seemed to 
have – and which had been the beginning of the inner journey a few years earlier – had been 
so incredibly simple. Whatever kind of doctors, physiotherapists or alternative therapists I had 
tried, nothing had helped. Thousands of euros spent on no-problem. The solution to breathing 
problems was to just stop breathing. The solution to the fundamental Pain in the ass that Ego 
is, was to just not cooperate and collaborate any longer, to just stop. Just stop. 

Knowing, from within, directly, about Breath – and its relation with maintaining the 
Ego – appeared to be indispensable for living as Truth in this world of Ego that is constantly 
seducing us to breathe, to inhale, to get, to add, to not rest, to not feel but do. The bodily-
energetic level of Ego needed to be Known also, next to other layers of the meddler, the 
tyrant, the Ego that fools every body. 

This was something different from the breathing exercises I had undergone 
previously, like rebirthing, holotropic breathing and vivation. I was not at all against those 
other forms of getting to know yourself, life itself, from within – if only for the fact that they 
had served my process well. But this went deeper. Here, in this case, without it being an 
exercise, there was no breath added to reach or pierce through hidden or stuck emotions, 
feelings. It was rather the opposite. Breath was, consciously, allowed to rest, to stop, to 
recover by Itself. The ego was totally surpassed in this case. There was no one any more who 
wanted to get anywhere, to change or improve any possible inner situation. There was no 

                                                
1 Later I called this ‘non-egoic breathing’. 
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getting rid of blocks from the past or the present. There was the stopping of any form of 
effort. There was just the allowing of Nature – that is: not-me – by Itself. 

This Radicality, stopping any effort, stopping adding anything (of what seems to be 
‘life’, including breath) to Life, was one of the few basic dispositions I needed to later, a few 
years later, be able to be Blown Radically beyond Egoic life, Beyond living as my ‘self’ with 
its seemingly own purposes, purposes that inherently block life instead of bringing it Closer, 
of Discovering it, Becoming It. In fact, this event was, already, an important part of the Death 
of the Ego, of its grip on ‘me’, on Life through this Body. 

As far as I was concerned I could have missed the entire course, how to give cranio-
sacral sessions to people, but not these precious simple words of incalculable value. “Well, 
then you don’t breathe.” I could say, I would have discovered this Truth anyway, sooner or 
later. But I was not against ‘sooner’ and, being Ready for Life Beyond Ego, ‘I’ – or, in fact, 
Life through this consciousness Body – had asked the right question at the right moment to 
the right person, apparently being Open for the answer that ego would not have liked at all, 
marking its end looming. I had never liked Ego and its attempts to create life by itself. I had 
always Loved Life Itself, as It Is, without adding anything. 

 
Looking back, the reason for my bad state, for quite suddenly being so utterly sick – 

the situation around my tail bone had become very bad, as the teacher confirmed – had to do 
with Tiara, possibly reinforced by Monique’s opening for me. If a woman who I am already 
intimate with – Tiara in this case – closes suddenly for me, I, in my great sensitivity, can 
become very sick, indeed. I am not a form. I am (in) Relation. If this heart-organism is 
surrendered to being close with (a) Woman, then I live her in ‘me’, I live our contact, the 
reality of it including the Bodily consequences of the movements, changes, stuckness, 
manipulation or love in the contact. If I had stayed (rather) separate from her – as most men 
would have ‘done’ by ‘virtue’ of their, impersonal (but still) egoic, nature, but that is 
impossible for (someone like) ‘me’ – I would not have become so very sick (in a conscious 
way). 

In this case I didn’t have any clear evidence for it: I didn’t realize the patterns and the 
Forces between Man and Woman that much or clearly yet at the time, firmly hidden from the 
Eye of Truth as they were and still are in people’s normal daily life – they were rather part of 
an intuition that grew and grew in me to the surface where Consciousness would be Able to 
directly Distinguish. My intuition said it was not impossible and even probable that Monique 
played a role in the emergence of this heavy sickness, deeply connected to the earth as she 
was. In my struggle to settle the Heart here in this Body, an inner struggle that had only really 
started those last few years, my tail bone could certainly have received another impulse from 
her opening for ‘me’, for this Heart here, an energy that my Body first needed to process 
before being able to settle in it. 

But attuning to the situation at the time from where I am now, I feel that the extremity 
of the sickness was, indeed, in the first place related to Tiara, to her allowing of another man 
in her lower parts. Saying this I don’t deny the fact that often energies – as perceptible ‘parts 
of Consciousness’ – emerge or manifest especially (or only) in Relation, in a certain context 
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in which different persons carrying different energies are necessarily involved. Anyhow, the 
fact that Tiara had allowed another man, had, behind and below her words, been transmitted 
through our phone talk before. I could even meditate, feel the cramp of the man when ‘my’ 
woman allowed him in her lower chakras. 

It was as if ‘I’, in order to Settle here on earth as Heart as Body, had to ‘kick out’ the 
other man – and men in general – from ‘my’ woman’s womb. This ‘kicking out’, this utter 
Faithfulness to Woman regarding Granting Her Man Himself, Man’s Heart in Its Purity, and 
thus not comfortably settling in the earthly reality of old of men just entering Her Body or 
Bodiness, should not and could not be done. It could not happen by aggression in the first 
place, but rather by Allowing, by Love, by Allowing reality to be as it is, by simply 
consciously Feeling the unavoidable painfulness of being kicked out of Woman’s Lower 
Realm of Life Related to Form, to the obstruction of the Manifestation of the Heart as Body. 
And my obstruction was a Reflection of Her Own Heart being obstructed from Loving, from 
the Manifestation on earth of Woman’s Heart in Love with Man. 

Allowing this Love of Man(’s Heart) included not turning against another man as a 
competitor – anyway I liked him too much for that – but rather, and mainly ‘through the 
ether’ (but not without the Inner Work here), Showing Woman Her Truth, Her Deepest Truth, 
Showing Her Own Truth on Consciousness Level that, non the less, She could experience in 
and as Her Body. I could also say: Showing Woman the Pure(st) Heart That She could, in 
Principle, Recognize, as Man, as Her Beloved, Her One – the Man who will stay Faithful to 
Love no matter what, who will not bow for Her Ego that always Divides and Rules, but who 
Offers to Take Her Beyond the thoroughly suffocating Ego Back into His Heart, Offers This 
by Being Himself, not by any act as such. 

 
…… 


